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Safe Havens are
priced for Armageddon now

T

he c21st real time not only
unfolds itself at the speed of
light but is full of mind bending
twists and turns. Jeffrey Epstein
‘’had a collection of eyeballs on his
wall’’ [Counter punch].
The eyeballs make sense, because Epstein was a watcher. ..Is
it a coincidence that we all live in a
watch-and-collect digital economy? maybe. But we feast upon
each other in the 21st century.
He was, in the words of the New
York Times, “not closely monitored.” Jeffrey Epstein was a spy, in a
society of spies. He was a collector,
in a collector’s economy. He was a
watcher, and he died while nobody
was watching.

“To the millennials who are
looking at the world through their
phone Johnnie Walker is way more
aspirational than any other brown
spirit in East Africa,” Andrew Cowan
told African Business Magazine.The
point is that the smart phone is ubiquitous even in the furthest corners
of the World and we are all peering
at a newsreel.Except, of course,
if you are in Kashmir which was
described by Nehru as “the snowy
bosom of the Himalayas” and which
is currently switched off from the
c21st.Prime Minister Narendra
Modi revoked Article 370, which
protected Kashmir’s demography
by restricting residency to Kashmiris alone and, under a sub-section
known as Article 35A, forbade the
sale of property to non-Kashmiris.
Essentially, Modi is seeking to flood
the zone. The Periphery is a Tinderbox in many parts of the world.
Xinjiang in China is also under lock
down and a c21st experiment. Writing in the Washington Post earlier
this year, Xiao Qiang, a professor
of communications at the University of California, Berkeley, dubbed
China’s data-enhanced governance “a digital totalitarian state.”In
the last two years thousands of
checkpoints have been set up at
which passersby must present
both their face and their national
ID card to proceed on a highway,
enter a mosque, or visit a shopping

mall.Uighurs are required to install
government-designed tracking
apps on their smartphones, which
monitor their online contacts and
the web pages they’ve visited.Interestingly.While many of the projects
are rudimentary, Huawei has sold
advanced video-surveillance and
facial-recognition systems in more
than two dozen developing countries, according to data gathered by
Steven Feldstein, an expert in digital
surveillance at Boise State University and a former Africa specialist at
the State Department. Huawei lists
foreign firms among its partners
in its safe-city products, including
U.S. smart-sensor manufacturer
and systems integrator Johnson
Controls International PLC and iOmniscient Pty. Ltd, an Australian producer of A.I. systems that analyze
video, sound and smell.Hong Kong
is presenting a serious challenge
to the Chinese authorities. It is not
possible to Xinjiang Hong Kong, I
think.primary goal is Chinese banks,
but he said other banks should also
be targeted, otherwise Chinese
banks can borrow money from
other banks to solve problems.”This
is a sophisticated response and
speaks to the sophistication of the
Protestors in Hong Kong. China will
surely flood the zone.
The Frontier from Xinjiang to
Kashmir, from Gaza to Crimea from
Hong Kong to Taiwan [Trump has

Approved $8BN Sale Of F-16 Jets To
Taiwan; Congress Urged To “Move
Quickly”] are c21st flash points.
Of course, there are many other
Frontiers, the Mediterranean Sea,
the Sahara desert, Islands because
of the EEZ’s they control.Emerging
and Frontier Markets have been
encountering a bout of serious
turbulence. The rand [which can
be viewed as a proxy for the global
appetite for risk] is back as the
world’s most volatile major currency, and options pricing suggests
it’s not going to lose that status
any time soon. The premium of
options to sell the rand over those
to buy it, known as the 25 Delta risk
reversal, widened 23 basis points
to 338.South Africa’s currency has
depreciated 6.5% versus the dollar
in August, the worst performance
among emerging-market currencies after Argentina’s peso. Argentina’a MerVal Index fell 37% in a
single day the largest 1-day decline
in its history.This was a 17-sigma
event which means that it should
not have happened even once in the
history of the universe (assuming a
normal distribution which markets
do not follow). Stock Markets from
Lagos to Nairobi to Johannesburg
are in reverse. There is a big negative spillover happening in front of
our eyes.
Meanwhile far from the volatile

frontier, we are witnessing whiplash
inducing moves at the centre. There
has been a Major Flight to ‘’quality’’
in 2019. Treasuries, gold and the Japanese yen are clocking “the largest
number of outsized rallies” combined since at least 1990, according
to Bank of America Corp. The latest
milestone in the haven frenzy
arrived this week, when the yield on
30-year U.S. Treasuries slipped below 2% for the first time.“Investors
have not been so worried about the
future in the past thirty years,” BofA
strategists led by Stefano Pascale
wrote in an Aug13 note.
The charge into havens this
month has been spurred by flashing
recession indicators, trade-war
tit-for-tat and data disappointments, all amid thin liquidity. Gold is
up about 18% this year, while the
yen is the top performer against
the dollar across G-10 currencies.
Safe Havens are priced for Armageddon now.Now the last time G7
Economies went full on ‘’zombie’’
the liquidity surge washed up just
about everywhere in every corner
of the World. It was characterised as
the Global Hunt for Yield. Now when
safe Haven Demand turns parabolic,
Investors are signalling they are not
interested in the return but only in
getting their Principal back. Emerging and Frontier Markets look in big
trouble this time around.
Aly-Khan is a financial analyst
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Cash still King despite digital
money growth – FSD survey
The digital wave has however attracted some informal players in past three years

VICTOR AMADALA
@ItsAmadala

Cash is still the most preferred mode
of payment in the settlement of everyday transactions in Kenya, latest
report by Financial Sector Deepening (FSD) shows.
The report capturing period between July 2016 and July 2019 shows
informal workers and traders in the
country received over 90 per cent of
their payments in cash.
Farmers for instance received 93
per cent of their payments in cash
with only five percent receiving via
bank transfer. Only two per cent
received their payment via mobile
money.
Casual workers on other hand received 97 per cent of their payments
in cash, seven per cent mobile money
with less than two per cent receiving
via bank transfer.
Almost 90 per cent of dependents
got their money in cash, 33 per cent
via mobile money while 10 per cent
got thorough other modes of payment.
The report further shows that 96
per cent of traders in the country received their payments in paper form

while 19 per cent of other payments
were done using mobile money and
other forms of payment.
Even so, trend changed for those
in formal employment, with 55 per
cent receiving their money via bank
transfer, 37 per cent in cash, nine per
cent through mobile money and five
per cent via other modes.
‘’While mobile money has been
the story behind the expanding financial inclusion which now stands
at 89 per cent according to the recently published FinAcess HouseHold Survey, it is the cold hard cash
that still bares significance,’’ the
report said.
The digital wave has however attracted some informal players in
the past three years, with farmers
receiving cash declining by 4.2 per
cent while those receiving via mobile money increasing by 1.2 per cent
and 1.6 per cent via bank transfers.
Those in formal employment receiving payment via cash dropped
by 9.5 per cent during the period
under review with bank transfer and
mobile money increasing by 7.4 and
2.8 per cent respectively.
The percentage of dependents receiving income in-kind increased
from 0.5 per cent in 2016 to 5.7 per
cent in 2019 while those receiving

A Kenya Commercial Bank (KCB) Mtaani agent counts Kenya shilling notes on a
money counting machine as she serves a client inside in the banking hall at the

cash and digital income declined.
More research is needed to investigate the reasons behind this.
While the uptake of mobile money accounts has increased, reported
frequency of mobile money transactions has not.According to the
report, just under half of domestic
remittances and 30 per cent of bill
payments are now made via mobile

money.
‘‘Mobile money is an optimal solution for remittances over distance,
and bill pay solutions are well integrated into business systems for
services such as electricity.However, bank transfers are preferred
for school fee payments,raising the
question of why mobile money has
not moved into this space,’’FSD said.

LEADERSHIP
“Worried that you’re not
a born leader? That you
lack charisma, the right
talents, or some other
secret ingredient? No need:
leadership isn’t about
personality or talent. In fact,
the best leaders exhibit
wildly different personalities,
attitudes, values, and
strengths—they’re
extroverted or reclusive,
easygoing or controlling,
generous or parsimonious,
numbers or vision oriented.
So what do effective
leaders have in common?
They get the right things
done, in the right ways—
by following eight simple
rules: Ask what needs
to be done. Ask what’s
right for the enterprise.
Develop action plans. Take
responsibility for decisions.
Take responsibility for
communicating. Focus on
opportunities, not problems.
Run productive meetings.
Think and say “We,” not “I.”

